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NEW SERIAL TIME CODES FOR SEISMIC SHORT PERIOD AND LONG PERIOD

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

V.G.Koivankar and D.S.Rao

ABSTRACT.

This paper discusses a new time code for time indexing

multichannel abort period(l to 25 hz) seismic event data recorded

on a single track of magnetic tape in digital format and

discusses its usefulness in contrast to Vela time code used in

continuous analog multichannel data recording system on

multitrack instrumentation tape deck.

This paper also discusses another time code,used for time

indexing of seismic long period(DC to 2.5 seconds) multichannel

data recorded on a single track of magnetic tape in digital

format.

The time code decoding and display system developed to

provide quick access to any desired portion of the tape in both

data recording and reproduce system is also discussed.



INTRODUCTION

A short period event recording system was designed,developed

and installed at Seismic Array Station,Gauribidanur in January

1984. Over a period of three years, a few alterations and

additions were made in the system in order to improve its

performance and capabilities. These include,

(1) Extension in number of channels from 21 to 32 while

maintaining the same tape speed, which has resulted in increasing

the packing density of tape to 5120 bits/inch/track and overall

capacity of the tape;

(?.) Implementation of time window algorithm for detecting and

recording seismic events, which has enabled the station to

obtain data for nearly 60% additional events over those reported

by analog system operated in parallel at Seismic Array Station,

Gauribidanur;

(3) Extension of this event data acquisition and recording

system in the form of multichannel waveform display of signals on

to a oscilloscope screen. This helps in obtaining all channels

waveforms instantly both in on-line and off line mode.

An additional improvement in the form of a new time code

which is used for time indexing this multichannel event data is

described here.

Obviously the aim of the introduction of such time code is to

provide quick access to any desired portion of the library tape

where the edited event portions of continuously monitored

multisensor seismic data is recorded.

A general method for genereiting a time code and extracting

the time information from this code has already been discussed

else where ( V.G.Kolvankar 1976.) A suitability of similar code

generated, based on above paper is discussed and illustrated.



NEW TIME CODE FOR SHORT PERIOC SYSTEM

For last three years, the time indexing of the event data

recording system was carried out using Vela time code,which has

also served as time indexing facility for multichannel analog

recording system operated continuously. This vela time code

features pulse repetition rate of one pulse per second and time

information in the form of day of the year,hours and minutes are

encoded in sixty second pulses in pulse width modulated form.

The code is illustrated in Fig.1.

In the event data recording system where an edited event data

is recorded on a magnetic tape in real time for time duration of

90 minutes to 300 minutes(depending on the coda length of the

event),one minute time frame of vela coded is found to be unduly

large.It is felt that the time frame should be reduced by a

factor of 5 to 6. A duration of time frame for new time coded is

adjusted to ten second,since it is most convenient,in terms of

obtaining absolute time information nearest to this period.

The amount of information to be coded was also taken in to

account, All the information the Vela code is providing is

essential and hence included in the new code. This consists of

time information in BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) format of day of

the year (10bits), hours(6 bits) and minutes(7 bits).

Since it is always necessary to code time information nearest

to the resolution of the time frame period, the tens of the

seconds (3 bits) was also included in the time information .

It was also felt necessary to include year information. In

the case of event recording system,all events which are triggered

in about year time can be recorded in total 15 to 20 spool

tapes(3600 feet tape, 4tracks). This is the only economical and

reliable way of storing this huge information for at least couple

of decades. These tapes are then required to be separated year

wise. Only tens and units of year is included in the time

information.



In the event library tape, it was considered essential to

label the serial number of the event recorded serially one after

another. Since the number of events in any library tape may not

exceed 1000 mark, a three decimal digit event counter is included

in the system.

As said earlier duration of any event recorded in the library

tape may vary from 80 seconds to 300 seconds.lt was found

necessary to divide the length of record in some fixed time

interval. The arrangement also provides information about elapsed

time for any point on the event record. This also enables the

operator to reach the beginning of the event of interest.

The total information which was finally available is as

follows.

1. Year (8 bits); 2. Day of the year (10 bits); 3. Hours (6

bits); 4. Minutes (7 bits); 5. Tens of seconds (3 bits); 6. Event

No (12 bits); 7. Elapsed time (3 bits). A total 49 bits of

information.

The order in which this time information is to be encoded was

also considered. Since pulse repetition rate of this code is much

faster, it is impossible to decode time information manually. A

time code reader is built to do this function. When a machine is

doing the decoding job, the order of time, information is not

important. However,while reading an onset time of the event from

a hard copy, the following sequence of the information is found

most suitable; Day of the year, hours, minutes,seconds,year,

event no.and elapsed time.

All this information is pulse width coded in 50 pulses spread

uniformly in 10 seconds duration,providing repetition rate of 5

pulses/second. The 50th pulse serves as time frame marker.

The code is illustrated in Fig.2.

The serial time code is recorded on a multichannel recorder



in parallel with other signal data channels. In the event

recording system the time multiplexed words from each of these

channels are recorded serially on a track of magnetic tape. This

method of time indexing data is relatively simple to implement

unlike elaborate formatting structure adopted for digital data

recording in computer grade tapes.

In various short period seismic data recording systems the

minimum sampling rate of 50/chan/sec is chosen. The new time code

adopted allows at least 10 samples in a rectangular pulses of

various widths of 20%,50% and 80% of total pulse duration of 200

milliseconds. The sampling rate is found adequate to distinguish,

different, pulse widths which is required for decoding the data

information.

TIljE COflK FOR LONG PERIOD SYSTEM.

Long period data recording system is designed for total eight

channel inputs(which can be extended upto 32 channels). As in

other case,this code forms one of the channels. The other seven

channels, are occupied by seismic data channels,which are filtered

for required bandwidth of 100 second to 2.5 seconds period. To

record this data faithfully a sampling rate of 2/channel/sec is

chosen.

In the seismic long period data acquisition system all the

•eight channels digital data is sequentially stox-ed in two banks

of memory each of 32 K words capacity.alternately. Each channel

is allotted 4 K words<12 bit words) memory in each bank which

means each bank stores continuous data corresponding to 2048

seconds(34 minutes approx.). The data from a bank of memory is

recorded serialLy on a track of magnetic tape at 75 times the

acquisition rate in about 28 seconds. The operation of the tape

deck is intermittent,allowing about 35 days of unedited data to

be recorded on total four tracks of single spool with 3600 feet

length of tape.

A suitable time code with pulse repetition rate of one pulse

every ten seconds and time frame of 10 minute is selected for the



purpose. The time information which is encoded in BCD format

includes,day of the year (10 bits), hours (6 bits), tens of

minutes(3 bits), and year (8 bits) in sixty pulses within the

time frame as illustrated in Fig.3.

The data encoded is pulse width modulated . The pulse width

is of 5 second duration for '1' bit and 2 second duration for '0'

bit.The position of all data bits are fixed with respect to time

frame pulse with 8 second wide.

Unlike the time code for short period system,the positions of

the data bits are different with respect to the frame mark. The

first ten pulses after the time frame marker do not carry any

information and are provided with pulse width of 2 seconds. These

are followed by 10 bits of day counter, 6 bits of hour counter,

and 3 bits of minute counter(tens of minutes only). Seven ten

second pulses following these do not carry any information and

therefore provide pulse width of 2 seconds. The year

information(8 bits) is encoded in the following eight pulses.

This particular arrangement of time information enables one

the advantage to use a common time decoding and display facility

as described later.

FEW OTHER FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

The block diagrams of both time code generating systems are

illustrated in fig.4.

As seen from the fig. 4, apart from generating these two

codes,the system provides a third output in the form of

distinguished pulses for minute,hour and day mark. This output

serves a time indexing facility for a seismic channel monitored

on a helical recorder.

The controls of the system include, setting of counters for

seconds to days and years, advance and retard control which

provide synchronisation of clock to time pips of standard radio



broadcasting station nearest to 5 milliseconds.

The system provides fifteen digit display for all encoded time

information.

It also provides BCD information in time multiplexed form

with appropriate interface to 18 column digital printer. The

arrangement facilitates for each triggered event, automatic

printing of event onset time and time at which the tape recording

of the event data is terminated,. This provides a complete list

of the events recorded in the tape in serial order including the

duration of each event.

The entire, circuitry runs on the battery supply of 12 volts

and consumes only 1.5 watt of power when displays are switched

off.

T^ME CODE READER FOR ABOVE CODES.

To decode time information from serial code a method was

reported elsewhere (Kolvankar and Nadre 1981). A modified version

of this method is adapted in this case.

The block diagram of time code reader is illustrated in

Fig.5.

The time code reader decodes the time information and displays

it through 15 digit display. The day of the year and event number

are represented each by three digits, and two digits each for

hours.minutes,seconds and year information and single digit

displaying elapsed time of the seismic event.

DECODING OF TIME CODE I(WITH 5 PPS AND 10 SECOND TIME

FRAME).

A RC oscillator provides a stable frequency source at. the

input of a seven bit binary counter. This counter starts counting

these pulses as the time code to be decoded goes to logical '!'



level and stops when the 7th bit output of this counter goes to

'1'. This counter then gets reset automatically.

The frequency of this oscillator is such that the 6th bit of

this counter provides a rising edge midway between 40 m sec. and

100 m sec.with respect to the rising edge of the time code. This

serves as the clock input to 50 bit serial in pax-allel out shift

register. The time code is used as the data input to the shift

register and data with 'l'and '0' bit is taken as input for time

code pulse of 100 msec and 40 msec width respectively.

The information is shifted with each pulse, till a time frame

pulse of 160 m sec width is detected by flip flop 2, clocks all

time information in respective latches, which is decoded and

displayed by fifteen seven segment displays. The units of second

counter which is incremented by second pulses, and which are

derived from time code pulses, also get reset by the output from

flip flop 2.

DECODING OF TIME CODE II (A PULSE EVERY 10 SECOND.10 MINUTE

TIME FRAME.

For decoding time information from this code a prescaler

which functions as scale of five for decoding earlier code (code

I).functions as a scale of six. Since the time frame in this case

contains in all sixty pulses. A suitable R.C.combination is

chosen for oscillating circuitry so that the 7 bit counter

generates appz-opriate clock pulses for shift registers and flip

flops as in earlier cases. This code when input at much faster

rate,such as the case when the L.P data is replayed at 75 times

the acquisition rate, the oscillator frequency only need to be

adjusted suitably.

The resolution of time information encoded is nearest to ten

minutes. This code when read by time code reader displays -the

information in slightly different manner. The units of minutes

and tens of seconds in the 15 digit display, show zero count. The

units of minute information is displayed by units of second

digit. Since there is no information about event number and



elapsed time provided in this code these counter provides

permanent sero readings.

Figs.6 and 7 illustrate the event signal waveform when both

these codes have been used as time indexing.

CONCLUSION.

Both these time codes and their decoding facility have proved

most suitable in both short period and long period multichannel

seismic data acquisition systems. This system has provided much

easier and quick access to any portion of the tape of interest

and thus helped in handling a fairly large amount of data

acquired every day by both the systems.
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ILLUSTRATION OF TIME CODE
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